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	Using LinkedIn, 9780789744593 (0789744597), Que, 2010

	Although professionals have always acknowledged the value of networking,
	today’s economic climate makes developing a solid network even more critical.
	LinkedIn, the leading social networking site for professionals, is the ideal tool for
	maximizing the potential of an online network. LinkedIn currently has more than
	65 million members worldwide, including executives from all Fortune 500 firms
	and President Barack Obama, and is growing rapidly. A new member joins approximately
	every second.


	It’s clear that today’s technology has forever changed the way people find a job,
	promote their businesses, foster strategic partnerships, and develop their professional
	networks. Social networking continues to generate media buzz and mainstream
	appeal. According to a March 2009 study by Nielsen Online, participating
	on social networking sites is now more popular than reading email. But technology
	is just the enabler. The fundamental concepts of professional networking remain
	the same both online and off. Building relationships through mutual connections
	and trust is the foundation of success on LinkedIn just as it is in the real world.


	This book is for anyone who wants to tap into the power of LinkedIn for professional
	reasons. LinkedIn connects you with a network of professional colleagues and
	enables you to maintain an online presence, find a job, recruit employees, promote
	your business, find clients and partners, get answers to professional questions, perform
	market research, and much more. It’s a viable business tool that opens up
	new ways to connect with others who can help you achieve your business goals.


	Using LinkedIn is designed to get you up and running on LinkedIn as quickly as possible.
	This book focuses on standard LinkedIn functionality. LinkedIn rolls out beta
	functionality and new features on a regular basis, so the features available to you
	might vary at any given time. The companion website to this book will help keep
	you updated on what’s new with LinkedIn.
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Privacy Protection for E-ServicesIdea Group Publishing, 2006
There is a deep need for privacy education and technology with which to educate the e-services industry, and provide it the tools to build privacy preserving e-services. Privacy Protection for E-Services fulfills this need by reporting on the latest advances in privacy protection issues and technologies for e-services, covering important material,...

		

C# Programming Language (Covering C# 4.0), The (4th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2010

	The popular C# programming language combines the high productivity of rapid application development languages with the raw power of C and C++. Updated to cover the new features of C# 4.0, including dynamic binding, named and optional parameters, and covariant and contravariant generic types, this release takes the language...


		

Windows Vista Ultimate BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
The ultimate book on the ultimate Vista for gamers and digital media buffs    

    

    If you're the ultimate gamer and multimedia fan, Windows Vista Ultimate and this information-packed book are for you. Want to launch games with a single click? Share files with your Xbox 360? Try out new audio and media tools?...





	

Early Civilizations in the Americas Reference Library, Volume 1Gale, 2005
Many American history books begin with the year 1492 and the discovery of the Caribbean Islands by Spanish explorer Christopher Columbus (1451–1506). For the great civilizations of Mesoamerica and South America, though, 1492 proved to be the beginning of the end of their civilization. The products of thousands of years of history—the...

		

Tony Redmond's Microsoft Exchange Server 2003: with SP1 (HP Technologies)Digital Press, 2004
Tony Redmond does it again!  He provides detailed real-world information that will make you an expert on Exchange 2003. This book is a clear, to-the-point source of information filled with sound practical advice. Whether you're new to Exchange or upgrading your existing Exchange
systems, this detailed guide can help you tap all the power,...

		

An Introduction to Programming with C++Cengage Learning, 2015

	Discover the importance of learning C++ with Diane Zak's popular AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING WITH C++, 8E. This book's distinctive emphasis clarifies how mastering C++ programming skills will benefit you now and throughout your career. This unique text incorporates a student-focused approach that continually highlights the...
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